The Evil Dead #4 (Dark Horse Comics)

From Dark Horse Comics. I didnt know it
then, but there had been a change in
strategy. Phase one had been a frontal
assault ... phase two was simpler ... scare
the livin beejesus out of me. Ash finds
himself fighting both the cabin itself and
terrifying, possessed versions of his
companions. Will the curious power of the
Book of the Dead (which started this whole
violent mess) actually hold the key to his
survival? In the final chapter of this
adaptation and expansion of the classic
Sam Raimi film, more disgusting, demonic
bile will fly before Ashs night is over!
Take a trip down memory lane to celebrate
the first time The Evil Dead scared the
pants off you or visit this evil cabin for the
first time and enjoy. This is the original
gore-fest that started it all and the
comic-book series is peppered with
moments of pure terror that werent in the
original film! Relive the original thrilling
Evil Dead experience in the only officially
authorized EXPANSION of Bruce
Campbell and Sam Raimis classic film,
featuring
gorgeous-and-gory
painted
interiors by John Bolton (Army of
Darkness, Harlequin Valentine) and some
of the best new Ash quips ever-as penned
by legendary scribe Mark Verheiden!
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CGC Worthy Never readIn 2008, Dark Horse revisited the franchise with a four issue adaptation of The Evil Dead
written by Mark Verheiden andThe Evil Dead was a four issue limited series published by Dark Horse Comics in 2008.
It was written by Mark Verheiden and featured art by John Bolton, whoWrite your own review of this comic! Discuss
Evil Dead Vol 1 3 on the forums Cover gallery for the Evil Dead series Images from Evil Dead Vol 1 3This page
contains a list of all the comics included in Evil Dead Vol 1: . If you have found something that is not seen on this page,
please add it to this list. (This template will categorize articles that include it into Category:Comic Evil Dead #4.
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